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Traveling back in time International

students irked
by $100 fee
By Geneva White
Campus editor

International students Friday
blasted a 1998 fee increase they say
is unnecessary and has yet to benefit them.
International students are
charged a $100 “International Fee”
per semester to pay for recruitment
of additional international students,
programs and activities, including
arrival assistance and International
Week.
At a special meeting of the
Association of International
Students, about 100 of the 154
international students on campus
voiced their concern about the fee
to Robert Augustine, acting dean of
the graduate school and international programs, in the Coleman
Hall auditorium.
“I don’t see how paying a $100
fee and giving that money for
improvement is an additional service to me,” said Alexis Ignatiou, a
junior music major from Cyprus.
Augustine contended without
the fee, students like Ignatiou
would not receive crucial recruitment information and materials.

By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor

Couple says marriage
vows in 1845 style
City editor

Timetravel isn’t possible, but
the staff of the Lincoln Log Cabin
tried their best Saturday, turning
Tricia Rooney and Jeremy
Morgan’s wedding into a glimpse
of Illinois circa 1845.
The ceremony, although it was
open to the public, was populated
with enough people in period
clothing to complete the re-creation of a wedding at a farmhouse

in the mid-nineteenth century.
Visitors were greeted in the
parking lot by a man on horseback, and the paths leading to the
actual wedding site were lined
with wood and glass lamps that
were lit as the night began to
darken. The nuptials took place
on the back porch of the Sargent
House, a white cottage decorated
with replica furniture sitting in a
yard surrounded by a log fence
containing two small log houses
and a white tent set up for the

See INTERNATIONAL Page 2

Class workload
will not change for
library renovations

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Above: Tom Rooney escorts his daughter, Tricia
Rooney, down the aisle Saturday evening at the
Lincoln Log Cabin State Historic Site in Lerna. The
wedding of Tricia Rooney and Jeremy Morgan was
set in the year 1845.
At left: Morgan, receives a fortune telling form
Susan Hild as part of the wedding festivities. The
bobby pin in Hild’s hand signified Morgan’s love for
his new bride’s hair.

By Matt Neistein

“That is the money we use to get
our message out to international
students,” he said. “That money
was used to provide you with information about our programs.”
The consensus among many
students who attended the meeting
was that funding international programs and recruitment is not their
responsibility.
“ I don’t see how (the fee) is for
my
benefit,”
said
Nenad
Tepavcevic, a senior marketing
major from Yugoslavia. “I feel
(recruitment of international students) is the responsibility of
Eastern Illinois University, not
international students.”
Applause filled the auditorium
when Hao Wang, a graduate student of business administration
from China, said recruiting more
international students to Eastern
was not one of his priorities.
“I think international students
are considered a part of Eastern’s
student body,” he said. “If Eastern
wants international students, they
should pay for recruiting.”
Before the fee was implemented,

reception.
Flowers hung along the eaves
of the house and the edge of the
tent, and a band, which included
two violins and a flute, played
behind the crowd, which sat on
rows of hay bales. Minus the
multitude of cameras and the
occasional airplane buzzing by
overhead, the scene could have
been placed in a museum.
Three bachelors raced each
See BACK IN TIME Page 2

While Booth Library is under
renovations, researching requires a
little more work, not only for students but for the library staff as
well.
“I’m sure some students are
frustrated, but when they come out
here we’re really fast about getting
their
books,”
said
Larry
Auchstetter, a staff member at
Booth West.
Auchstetter said many students
have been requesting books electronically and receiving their materials usually within two hours.
“That will probably be the No. 1
way students get materials around
midterm. The computer is much
better and faster, although we have
some problems getting materials
for students because they give us
partial call numbers on the request
forms,” Auchstetter said.
Nathan Dash, a senior environ-

mental biology major, said he had
problems getting the materials he
needed.
“I put a request in for books at
3:30 p.m. and they weren’t there at
7:30 and they still weren’t there at
9:30. I didn’t get them until the next
morning,” Dash said.
Dash said he also had to wait 15
minutes to check out at the McAfee
branch because of problems with
the computer checkout system. He
said the library staff ended up writing all the information on paper.
“It’s my senior year. I don’t like
change,” he said. “There were so
many quiet study areas in the old
library. I’m very easily distracted,
and the stacks were great because
you could go down there and hide
in the nooks and crannies to study.”
Despite the library situation,
Dana Ringuette, chair of the
English department, does not
believe teachers will give students
See WORKLOAD Page 2
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International
from Page 1
money to recruit international students to Eastern and provide programs for them was borrowed
from various offices on campus,
such as the graduate school and
the provost’s office, Augustine
said after the meeting. But when
the offices reached a point where
they could no longer afford to
fund international programs, the
fee was put into effect.
“The fee was not developed to
make your lives miserable,”
Augustine told students. “It was
developed so we could continue
our liaisons with other countries.”
Augustine insisted the fee
allows for international teas and
other events to take place on campus.
“This is the amount we believe
we need to host the events for one
year,” he said. “That figure is usually what we spend in one year.”
Lina Li, president of the

Back in time
from Page 1
other to a bottle of moonshine before
the ceremony, a tradition of the time.
Morgan arrived by wagon to the farmhouse, accompanied by his groomsmen, who wore long mismatched suit
coats. One even wore a straw top hat.
The groom wore black tails with a top
hat.
Erin Vance then sang “Ave Maria”
to the hushed audience, punctuated by
a horse neighing loudly.
The band began to play an elegant
wedding march, and the matrons of
honor strolled from around the front
of the house down the aisle; their
gowns also were mismatched.
“That’s how they did it,” said Chris
Gordy, one of the groomsmen.
“People wore their best clothes, which
weren’t necessarily identical.”
Gordy also portrayed Stephen

The Daily Eastern News

Chinese Student Association,
pointed out that new students are
usually the ones who participate in
international events like the teas.
She suggested having the fee
imposed once a year only upon
new international students.
“$100 is a lot (of money),” Li
said. “Do we really need all this
money to run these programs?”
Other students said they do not
believe Eastern provides adequate
arrival assistance – one of the services funded by the fee.
Christoffer Monsby, a graduate
student of community counseling
from Sweden, said while he has
provided transportation to other
international students for three
years, he has only been offered
reimbursement this semester.
“To pay $100 for the privilege
of (providing transportation) feels
like an insult,” Monsby said.
“We’re laying this amount on a
small number of students.”
Augustine said he plans to
meet with Teshome Abebe, vice
president for academic affairs,
sometime this week to discuss stu-

dents’ concerns about the fee. He
also said he will meet with international students again Friday.
“I will do my very best to do
right by you,” Augustine told students. “I know the provost is very
concerned to support international
students.”
Although Augustine maintained a solution to the problem
would be found, many students
left the meeting with little optimism.
“I think it’s useless and a waste
of time,” said Sha Lu, a junior
computer management major
from China. “I think (Augustine)
is not really helping us so far. This
issue’s been going on for a long
time and nothing’s been done.”
Roger Godfrey, president of the
Association of International
Students, said he too would like to
meet with Abebe to talk about the
fee.
“I’m hoping we’ll get a solution to the problem,” he said. “A
lot of students still feel their
money is not adding up to the services they need.”

Sargent, the owner of the farmhouse,
and hosted the event.
The bride was then escorted down
the aisle by her father, who stood by
her while Elder Charles Dye of
Bushton,
portraying
Charles
Goodman, a local reverend from
1845, gave a short speech on marriage, even speaking in the vernacular
of the time.
“You don’t be gettin’ hitched just
to get a housekeeper,” he said.
Rooney’s father then gave her
away and Dye conducted the ceremony, during which he told the couple
they were entering a relationship
“with many privileges, but many
obligations.”
After exchanging their vows Dye
introduced them.
“It is my honor to present to you
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremy Morgan,” he
said. “They are now officially
hitched.”
The bride’s mother then brushed
her cheek with a sheaf of wheat,

ensuring fertility in the marriage, and
her father tapped her forehead with a
slipper and handed it to the groom,
symbolically giving the right of protection to his new son-in-law.
After the ceremony, the couple had
the future of their marriage told by
Susan Hild as Ms. Rogers, who introduced herself.
“I be a neighbor of these here
folks,” she said.
The Morgans were told to expect
many daughters, and that they would
travel to the ocean, a rare occurrence
in the mid-1800s.
Ironically, the couple planned to
move to Oregon after the honeymoon.
Lee and Carrol Slider performed a
humorous skit to give the newlyweds
a glimpse of married life, acting out a
scene between an older husband and
wife who bicker in bed.
Refreshments then were served,
with raspberry shrubs and bride’s
cake on the menu, which was filled
with food from the time.

Workload
from Page 1
fewer assignments.
“I think professors will make
accommodations, not lessen or
cut back on assignments,”
Ringuette said.
English professor Gregg
Hecimovich said he thinks the
library materials are still very
accessible.
“I am aware it is more difficult
to get to research this semester,
but I think it’s still very accessible
and very well organized,”
Hecimovich said.
Jean Dilworth, professor of
family and consumer sciences,
has already given assignments
requiring students go to the
library.
“I have given library assignments in two out of four classes.
On some assignments I do make it
a requirement that students go to
the library and not just use web
sites. My students have said that it
is relatively easy to use the
library,” Dilworth said.
Dilworth also said she encouraged students to create a bulletin
board with posted library locations and hours to use as a reference.
English instructor Sandra
Beauchamp said the problem is
not finding the books, it’s the lack
of computers.
“The major problem is not
with the books being scattered,
but the lack of computer accessibility, especially since the computer lab in Gregg Triad is unfinished,” Beauchamp said.
Mandy Dust, a graduate student in biology, said she has had
no problems.
“It’s really no trouble as long
as you ask questions and it’s so
easy to request information on
the computer system. It’s nice
because Booth West will make
and deliver copies for you,” Dust
said.
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Chick-Fil-A opening
slated for Wednesday
Cow to walk around campus to promote allchicken menu offered by the new restaurant
By Geneva White
Campus editor

Do not be surprised to
see a cow wandering around
campus this week encouraging people to eat more
chicken.
It is all part of the grand
opening of Chick-Fil-A, a
new restaurant on campus,
slated to open Wednesday at
10 a.m. with a ribbon cutting ceremony.
Chick-Fil-A will occupy
the space in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union
that
housed
McDonald’s for 10 years.
The Georgia-based restaurant’s menu includes items
such as chicken nuggets,
chicken sandwiches, chicken garden salads and waffle
potato fries.
“It’s kind of a gourmet
chicken product,” said Bill
Schnackel, director of university housing and dining

services. “We think it’s
healthier than beef.”
To emphasize the grand
opening of Chick-Fil-A,
Schnackel said a mystery
person dressed in a cow suit
will go around campus this
week carrying a sign that
reads: “Eat more chicken.”
Free Chick-Fil-A samples also will be handed out
at the University Union
walkway from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. Tuesday. The official
“first bite” will take place at
the
grand
opening.
Schnackel said the bite will
be taken by either President
Surles or Student Body
President Keith Cosentino.
“Students have been so
looking forward to the
grand opening,” said Shirley
Stewart, associate vice president for student affairs.
“I’m delighted it finally
arrived.”
Employees from the
Greenwood, Ind. Chick-Fil-

A will be present to handle
the volume of business during the first week,
Schnackel said.
Chick-Fil-A is one of the
restaurants set to occupy the
food court which is planned
to open in January 2001. As
a preview to the food court,
students will be able to use
their Panther Cards toward a
portion of the price of their
meals at Chick-Fil-A.
Students will be allotted one
swipe per week worth $3.25
on their Panther cards.
“I believe (Chick-Fil-A)
will be a great introduction
to what we’ll be able to
expect in our food court
once it reaches completion,”
Stewart said. “We hope that
a lot of students will turn out
and participate in the grand
opening.”
Schnackel said he is
excited about the opening of
a restaurant unique to
Eastern.

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Kim Holtquist, a junior accounting major, wipes down the booths Friday afternoon in Chick-Fil-A located
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. The restaurant is scheduled to open 10 a.m. Wednesday.

Samuels teaches experiences of a lifetime
Monday
profile

By Matt Neistein
City editor

The old saying goes you can’t
teach experience.
That’s unfortunate, because if
students could take a course in
Annette Samuels’ life, the possibilities would be endless.
Samuels, an assistant professor
of journalism, teaches courses
about journalism and democracy
and the roles of women and minorities in the media. Textbooks are
used in her classes, but you get the
sense that Samuels could lead classes based on the sights and sounds of
her life.
Students in her classes hear lectures peppered with references to
Martin Luther King Jr., landmark
civil rights occasions and pioneers
in the media, all gleaned from her
own experience and personal relationships.
“I think journalism’s a wonderful calling,” she said.
Her history, however, seems to

have a decidedly political bend.
She was an assistant press secretary at the White House and was the
first African-American woman to
serve as a spokesperson for the
President of the United States,
holding the position under the 39th
President — Jimmy Carter.
Samuels worked for former New
York Gov. Hugh Carey, as well as
spending six years as press secretary and director of communications for Marion Barry, the infamous mayor of Washington, D.C.
In 1992, she moved on to Mayor
Sharon Pratt Kelly’s administration
as the executive director of the
District of Columbia’s Commission
for Women.
In the field of journalism,
Samuels was the first fashion editor
for Essence magazine, as well as
serving as the executive director of
Community News Service, which

covered the
AfricanAmerican and
Hispanic
communities
of New York
City. She also
worked for
Tuesday
Publications,
an AfricanAmerican
Annette Samuels
magazine supplement inserted in major national
newspapers, as a senior editor.
In 1989, she earned a master’s
degree in public administration
from Harvard University.
Samuels’ first visit to Eastern
was in 1991 as a distinguished visiting faculty member, when she
taught a seminar called “The
Communications Challenge –
Meeting the Needs of a
Multicultural Society in the 1990s.”
Travel also has been a major part
of her life. Samuels has visited
France, Great Britain, the Ivory
Coast, Senegal, Zimbabwe and the

ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ

Alpha Phi Proudly Presents
Their 1999 New Members
Amanda Bernard
Christina Calhoun
Erin Clifford
Jamie Conley
Jennifer Cowan
Anastasia Dorsey
Mary Dwyer
Jennifer Fanthorpe
Jennifer Knepler
Erin Knuerr
Jaline Korneman
Jennifer Kunkle
Lauren Logoni
Cristin Lahey
Kristen Maietta
Amanda Martinez
Kristin Mayer

Shannon Mc Namara
Laura McNellis
Lana Miller
Valerie Miller
Carrie Murray
Loni Nafzinger
Carrie Ninness
Rachel Ninness
Taryn Nordquist
Natalie Pavone
Beth Richter
Kristin Rojek
Dawn Sharbaugh
Kristen Skalon
Kelly Tarkowski
Mary Uremovic
Elizabeth Vogel
Dawn Widener

Congratulations!
ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ ΑΦ
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Caribbean, among other places.
She’s also been to Beijing, China,
as part of the United Nations’ Fourth
World Conference on the Status of
Women in 1995.
“I like meeting new people,” she
said. “The media often give a distorted view of people from other
countries.
“Meeting them first-hand gives
you a different view.”
Yet for all her travels, Samuels’
heart is still at home.
“I was born and raised in the
South Bronx,” she said, adding that
the neighborhood has changed dramatically from her childhood.
“New York City just has a special
feeling.”
Chicago is “too impersonal,”
and Los Angeles “doesn’t have
character,” Samuels said. Most of
her family is still in New York City,
but she says that she won’t return
there, instead preferring to live in
Washington, D.C., which she
describes as “livable and vibrant.”
When asked about the Midwest,
Samuels said it’s wide open, some-

thing she doesn’t necessarily
always like.
“You never have to see anybody
you don’t want to see,” she said.
Samuels, the oldest of five, has
three sons and a daughter, who has
passed away, along with two stepdaughters, ten grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren.
Her lifelong involvement in politics is a reflection of her beliefs and
an activist nature. She chairs a local
committee of the League of Women
Voters and says the public’s apathy
for voting is frustrating.
“It drives me nuts,” she said. “I
think we should all be involved (in
the voting process).”
During a life that began in a borough in New York City more than
60 years ago, Samuels has done
things that no one has done before,
interacted with people that have
entire chapters in history books
dedicated to them and visited places
many of us can only dream of seeing.
“It’s been a fantastic journey,”
she said.
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Diversity, education go hand in hand
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A soapy
solution

A

s a result of student-voiced concerns, the
Office of Housing and Dining Services
will place soap dispensers in residence
halls’ bathrooms later this semester.
Early in February, RHA members passed out questionnaires asking students if they were interested in
placing soap dispensers in residence hall bathrooms.
This is yet another example of positive changes
being made on campus because of students voicing
their concerns, a result which should show students
they are being listened to and encourage them to
continue voicing concerns.
After a month of gathering input, RHA members
wrote a formal proposal to the housing and dinning
services asking them to
Soap dispensers
place soap dispensers in
After beginning a discussion
the residence halls’ bathlast semester, RHA has learned
rooms. RHA members
soap dispensers will be
said the request was
installed in residence halls this
semester.
something students have
been inquiring about for some time.
Students had asked about the soap dispensers,
saying it would be more convenient and sanitary if
soap was provided.
At last week’s RHA meeting, RHA president
Cathie Anderson announced she received an e-mail
stating that soap dispensers have been ordered.
When the soap dispensers are installed, they will
be a result of students’ requests and a sign that students voices are heard on campus. By going through
proper channels students were able to get something
they had wanted for a long time.
Students should take this opportunity to show the
same respect housing and dinning services has
shown them.
While RHA was debating the issue of whether to
put soap dispensers in the bathrooms, one of the
concerns raised was that students would make a
mess with the soap or the dispensers.
While the installation of the soap dispensers will
be an added expense to housing and dining services,
it will be a convenience to students. Once they are
installed, students can show their appreciation by
being respectful.
If students are respectful, perhaps they will find
university officials listening more closely to their
requests.

■ The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

“

Today’s quote

Two voices are there: one is sea, one of the mountains; each is a mighty voice
William Wordsworth,
English poet, 1770-1850

”

ing for Unity, African
American Heritage
Month, Women's
History Month, Latino
Heritage Month — these are
four good reasons to celebrate
diversity on Eastern's campus.
Unfortunately, though,
Meghan McMahon
these events are not enough of a
Editorial page editor
reason for students to celebrate
diversity. While event organizers
go out of their way to attract
people from all walks of life,
many times the only people who go to events are people
from the minority group the event is celebrating.
Only about 400 people attended the Ring for Unity and
organizers had 3,000 bells they were hoping would be distributed to participants. The event would have been an easy
way for students to acknowledge and embrace diversity on
campus. It would only have taken a few minutes out of your
day.
Understanding and celebrating diversity can make a
world of difference in a society that still feels the effects of
hatred and discrimination on a regular basis, and many
attempts are made to encourage people to celebrate diversity, although most attempts are to no avail.
According to the Eastern course catalog, multicultural
awareness is to be included in the integrated core. As one of
the nine traits and abilities, students should get an understanding of the diversity of cultures and experiences that
characterize the western and non-western worlds and the
many forms of expression of that diversity.
Being a senior, I have completed all the components of
the general education curriculum with the exception of math
and a senior seminar. And in all those classes I cannot
remember a single thing that would have fit into the multicultural awareness component of the core.
I'm not blaming my professors for not teaching multicultural awareness. It would be difficult for any teacher to teach
a subject that so many students have an apathetic attitude

DEN ads contribute to
hazing on campus
Last spring I had a conversation
with a journalism professor about how
The Daily Eastern News promoted the
culture of alcohol and hazing on this
campus. The professor doubted the
News did so, and expressed unawareness with the advertisements I cited at
the time. I promised that I would point
them out when they reappeared in the
pages of the DEN this fall. Please look
at page 10 and 11 of today’s (Sept. 8)
DEN. On page 10 is: “Humiliate your
friend! Place a birthday ad with a picture and message, The Daily Eastern
News.”
As you know from looking at many
of those photos in prior issues of the
News, the “humiliation” is due to
excessive drinking (binge drinking).
Why, when one of the goals of this university is to promote civil society,
should the News be in the business of
promoting humiliation and harassment?
Frankly, another word for humiliation
and harassment is hazing. I thought

“I am just as
guilty as not
trying to understand diversity as
the next guy, but I
do understand the
importance of it.”

toward. But if multicultural
awareness is required to be
taught, then it should be.
If the university provided
some incentive for students to
go to multicultural events (I'm
talking free food, etc.), attendance at these events could skyrocket. And maybe, just maybe,
if students started going to these
events, they may become interested and have more enthusiasm
toward learning about other cul-

tures.
I'm not trying to say the university should be buying students' support, but giving them that little push they need
may be enough to get students interested. And learning
about other cultures and issues affecting minority groups
may increase the tolerance and understanding people have
of others.
I am just as guilty as not trying to understand diversity as
the next guy, but I do understand the importance of it. If it
hadn't been for the few speeches and events I have covered
for The Daily Eastern News I might not have ever attended
any cultural events.
Fortunately, though, I did have to cover those few
speeches for the newspaper, because I learned a lot and it
opened my eyes to some of the things people from other
cultures experience each day.
If more students attended these events it could do the
same for them. They might become truly interested in other
cultures and try to learn and understand more about people
from those cultures. And from what I can imagine, there
wouldn't be any negative repercussions. Just a campus
where people would have more respect for people from all
walks of life.
Meghan McMahon is a senior journalism major and a biweekly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cumkm7@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

■

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
Eastern Illinois University had specific
rules against hazing. After all, hazing is
defined by the Office of Student Life as
“any act or action taken, however communicated, involving or resulting in
abusive physical contact or mental
harassment to a member or prospective
member, whether on or off the organization, fraternity/sorority premises,
campus or place where organizations or
prospective members meet, designed to
or the result of which is to produce
excessive mental or physical discomfort, embarrassment or harassment.
Eastern Illinois University does not
condone or tolerate any acts of hazing,
harassment or humiliation. Any such
acts which interfere with scholastic
activities, which are not consistent with
fraternal law, state or federal law or the
university regulations and policies are
expressly forbidden. Students or organizations who cause infractions are

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu

subject to disciplinary action.”
Since The Daily Eastern News is a
student organization, why should the
News not be subject the Office of
Student Life regulations?
Then, look at page 11. In the lower
right hand corner is a photo with a
mature man holding up a beer with a
large head of foam in a pilsner glass.
The photo says: “Advertise, you’ll
make some dough for the basic necessities.” Now, given the photo, what are
“the basic necessities?” As photos are
icons to which all of us attach meaning,
I suggest the “meaning” of this advertisement is: “Sell what you own and
buy more beer!” Is there a reason that
The Daily Eastern News conspicuously
and specifically promotes its student
readership to drink more beer?
Surely, there are more uplifting,
health-promoting ways to recognize
passages in life and to encourage individuals to advertise in the pages of The
Daily Eastern News.

Charles Eberly
Professor of counseling and student
development
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UPI contract negotiations still under way
By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor

Eastern and the University
Professionals of Illinois are continuing negotiations on a new contract
for faculty members, which will
replace the 1996 to 1999 agreement
that expired Aug. 31.
“We are still negotiating evaluation, workload and compensation three of the more difficult and controversial areas of the contract. We
are also developing new distance
learning language to address the
changing technological realities of

higher education,” said David
Radavich, vice president and chief
negotiator of Eastern’s chapter of
UPI, in a press release.
Radavich said they are hoping
and planning that UPI will have
negotiations completed by Oct. 1.
“It is going reasonably well, but
we could have a major breakthrough or we could have a stalemate,” Radavich said.
If all goes well, UPI plans to
hold a contract convention in midOctober. At the convention they
will answer questions and discuss
concerns about the new agreement.

Following the convention there will
be a vote on the contract by secret
ballot.
UPI will release all substantive
changes in the agreement prior to
the contract convention, Radavich
said.
If both UPI and the Eastern’s
Board of Trustees ratify the agreement, its provisions will be implemented. Salary increases for all faculty and academic support professionals not in their first year of
employment will be retroactive to
the beginning of the pay period,
which for faculty is the September

Panther Express changes proposed
By Chris Sievers
Student Government editor

Eastern’s shuttle bus service, Panther Express, is undergoing schedule changes that
will reduce the number of stops
and increase the running time.
Shuttle Bus Committee
Chair Jeremy Ruppel said several of last semester’s bus stops
will be combined.
The Greek Court, Carman
Hall and University Court
stops will be combined into
one proposed stop at Ninth
Street Hall.
Ruppel also is proposing
the elimination of the east side
stop on the Square and only
stopping at the south side stop
located by the Charleston
Police Department.
Ruppel added that he is
working with the Public Works
Department to add more stops
along Division and Polk
streets.

“By adding more stops on
Division and Polk it will
accommodate more off-campus students,” he said.
Ruppel also proposed eliminating the Lawson Hall stop
and moving it to in front of
Taylor Hall.
Stops also will be eliminated from Married Housing and
the corner of University and
Fourth streets because of the
lack of ridership at those stops.
Ruppel said the proposed
new route will contain 11
stops, with nine of those stops
running all day. The Wal-Mart
and Wilb Walkers stops will
not start until sometime in the
afternoon.
Ruppel also is working to
extend the shuttle bus hours.
“I’m working with H&H
Transportation on adding three
hours, which will increase the
schedule from 11 p.m. to 1:15
a.m,” he said.
The additional hours will

pay period.
The outcome of the agreement
also will affect students.
“It indirectly affects students
because the agreement will determine our workload and this may
have an affect on how much interaction we have with students. We
want to maintain close relationships
between faculty and students at
Eastern,” Radavich said.
Members of the UPI negotiating
team include professors from many
departments such as English, mathematics, education, business, biological sciences, economics and

philosophy. The team includes both
annually contracted faculty members and academic support professionals.
The new contract will be available on the UPI web site and in a
variety of locations after the agreement is complete.
“Provisions of the contract that
we are able to craft together at this
time will likely set the direction of
EIU for the next five to 10 years as
we change and grow and address
the challenges confronting all of
higher education,” Radavich said in
a press release.

Concert tickets still available

allow the bus to start at 7:20 or
7:30 a.m. instead of the 7:40
a.m. start time.
“The earlier start time will
get students to class on time,”
Ruppel said.
Ruppel said one of his main
objectives is to cater to offcampus students.
“My main objective is to get
off-campus students to class
and my concern is with the
entire student body as a
whole,” he said.
Ruppel also is working on
advertising the bus schedule.
Advertising ideas include
color poster advertisements, an
answering system that will
have the run times and will
allow for comments and complaints and pocket schedules
similar to the athletic schedules.
Before any advertising can
take place the schedule must
be finalized and approved.by
the Student Senate.

By Geneva White
Campus editor

Time is running out to purchase
tickets for the Family Weekend concert
featuring three popular bands from the
1950s and 1960s.
The Sept. 25 concert includes performances by the Grass Roots, Turtles
and Gary Puckett.
So far, 3,000 of the 4,000 tickets
have been sold, said Cathy Engelkes,
assistant director of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. With only
two weeks left before the concert, she
said it is important to get ticket orders
in right away.
Engelkes said it is probably easier to
place orders by phone at 581-3616 or
purchase tickets in the University
Union business office Monday through
Friday between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
“They need to call as soon as possible,” she said. “Toward the last, (calls)
start coming in pretty fast.”
The concert will be held in Lantz
Gymnasium. Tickets are $15 and will

be sold at the door if any are still available.
Last year’s Family Weekend concert, which featured Bill Cosby, sold
8,000 tickets for two shows.
“A show like (Bill Cosby) is a hard
act to follow,” said Cecilia Brinker, acting director of student life. “However,
this show, in its own right, will be just
as successful.”
Brinker said having three bands will
offer a little something for everyone.
“I think this concert will do pretty
well because we’ve got three acts from
the ‘50s and ‘60s era,” she said. “I look
at it as it’s something for everybody. I
think it’s going to be a fun show for
everyone involved.”
The Grass Roots has sold more than
20 million records worldwide with
tunes such as “Midnight Confessions”
and “Let’s Live for Today,” a press
release stated. The Turtles are known
for classic hits like “Happy Together”
and “Elenore.” Gary Puckett is known
for hits like “Young Girl” and “Woman
Woman.”

JERRY’S
PIZZA
& PUB

Take a break and have some fun!!

UNION BOWLING LANES
and
RECREATION AREA

Large 3 Topping Pizza
& Quart of Soda
expires Fri. 9/17

Stop by and sign up NOW!

Leagues start Sept. 13th!!

$10.75
Corner of 4th and Lincoln

345-2844

(running through the fall semester)

$3.50/week
per person

MONDAY 4 per team
WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY

Coed
Singles
Coed Dbls.

9:00pm
4:30pm*
6:30pm*

*ABC/WIBC Sanctioned
West wing, Lower Level, Martin Luther King,Jr. University Union

581-7457

345-STIX

Lunch 11am-2pm
Chicken Salad Sandwich w/chips $3.50
Express Lunch Menu Available
Dinner 5pm-9pm
Smothered Chicken, choice of 2 sides
& side salad $6.50

Monday Night Football
20 oz drafts $1.50
All you can eat buffet
$4.95
Full Service Beer Garden open Everyday & Night
Never a Cover • Dance Floor w/DJ

Monday at
$1 12oz. Drafts & Shooters
Lite Mgd & Icehouse
PLUS.....$1.25 Bottles & Cocktails

3 West Lincoln

345-4743
1 LARGE
PIZZA
WITH 2 TOPPINGS

95

$7.

plus tax

Valid for a limited time at
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.

FREE
DELIVERY

PIZZA! PIZZA!
2 Medium 1 topping
pizzas

$9.

Monday
tuesday
madness

$6.
1 large 1 topping
99carryout

99

plus tax

plus tax

Valid for a limited time at
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.

Monday nite football denver v Miami

FREE
DELIVERY

Valid for a limited time at
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.

we deliver

Store Hours
SUN 11-MIDNIGHT
Mon-Thurs 11-1:30
Fri-Sat 11-2

E

FRE
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Speaker takes students back to the ’80s
MTV helped many musicians’ careers, music historian says
By Shauna Gustafson
Staff writer

The 1980s were a complicated
time for music performers, but
MTV helped skyrocket many
unknown soloists and groups into
the mainstream, said music historian Barry Drake.
Drake, who has visited Eastern
three times, spoke to about 100
students
Saturday
at
his
“Flashback to the ‘80s” seminar.
Drake began the lecture by discussing the influence MTV had on
the ‘80s.
“(The ‘80s are) probably going
to go down as one of the most
complicated decades in rock ‘n’
roll,” Drake said.
MTV helped make stars that
otherwise would not have made it
as big on radio play alone, he said.
Drake then broke down the different genres of music hits. New
wave was one of his larger focal
points, focusing on groups like
Blondie, Talking Heads, the
Pretenders and the Cars. He also
discussed English new wave
groups like Duran Duran, Culture
Club, Dire Straits and the Police.
Drake also mentioned Irish stars
U2.
“(New Wave artists) had a love
and respect for traditional rock ‘n’
roll,” Drake said.
Drake
also
discussed
“Heartland American Rock.” The
biggest artists in this group were
John Cougar Mellencamp with
hits like “Jack and Diane,” Bruce
Springsteen, Bob Seger and Tom
Petty.
Several of the audience’s
favorite music hits and artists were
“Girls Just Wanna Have Fun,” featuring the likes of Madonna,
Cyndi Lauper and the Bangles,
and some stars from the late

“
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Faculty Senate to
continue Fall
Forum discussion
By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor

(The ’80s are) probably
going to go down as one of
the most complicated
decades in Rock ‘n’ Roll.

The Faculty Senate Tuesday
will appoint a senate member to
serve on the search committee for
assistant director of financial aid.
The Faculty Senate meeting
will be held at 2 p.m. Tuesday in
room 2504 (faculty lounge) in
Buzzard Hall.
The senate will continue to discuss ideas for the Fall Forum, for
which there is no established
agenda yet.
Friday was the deadline for
Faculty Senate surveys to be
returned. The survey addressed
issues and concerns of faculty
members. Faculty Senate Chair
Bonnie Irwin said they will discuss the results Sept. 21 after they
have a chance to compile the
results.
“We may pass out survey
results early so everyone has a
chance to read them and think
about it,” Irwin said.
Senate members also will continue discussing the agenda for
Eastern President Carol Surles’
visit to the senate on Oct. 12.

Barry Drake,
music historian

”

1980s, such as MC Hammer,
Vanilla Ice, New Kids on the
Block, Paula Abdul and Milli
Vanilli, the group that had their
Grammy award for Best New
Artist taken away after it was
revealed that they were not actually singing.
Drake also spoke about how
college radio made big hits of little known bands in the later 1980s,
including R.E.M. and 10,000
Maniacs. These groups made it
big after being heard on local
campus stations and making CDs
on independent labels.
Metal also was discussed, and
Drake broke it down into two categories; heavy metal and metallite. Groups like Metallica, Judas
Priest and AC/DC were placed in
the heavy metal category, while
bands like Poison, Whitesnake
and “crowd favorite” Jon Bon Jovi
were placed in the metal-lite category.
Drake is considered one of rock
music’s foremost authorities. He
was recently voted 1999 campus
lecturer of the year. Drake also is a
musician and this was his third
lecture at Eastern during the past
18 years.
When asked about why he
began lecturing, Drake said, “A
couple of schools said come back
next year and do something else
(other than performing musically).”

Parents coming down
for Family Weekend?

Need to impress them?

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Stephanie Natalino, a freshman biological science major, and Holly Hickman, a
freshman special education major, check out the artists on an ’80s rock tape
Saturday night in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. The tape was for sale after the ’80s music presentation.

Check out area restaurants and shops in The
Daily Eastern News
Family Weekend guide,
in newsstands
Sept. 24!

HAPPY 21st JACK!

LOVE,
YOUR GIRLS

TODAY’S SPECIALS
Ham & Beans with
fried potatoes
Baked Mostaccioli
409 7th St. • Charleston

345-7427

S pecial
O lympics
F amily F estival
••Volunteers Needed••
••

••

Volunteer Meeting
in Buzzard Auditorium
at 6:00 pm • September 14
Please come!
We need volunteers to be a “Friend-For-A-Day” at
Lake Land College from 8:00 am to 3:00 pm.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18,1999
Forms to volunteer are available in 1212 Buzzard Hall

HOSTED BY
Advertise.

Four candidates interview
for alumni services position
Candidates for assistant director of
alumni services to interview this week
On-campus interviews for the
assistant director of alumni services will be held this week.
Four candidates have been
selected to interview for the position, and the responsibilities
include serving as editor of the
alumni newsletter and magazine,
web site design and maintenance
and organization of homecoming
activities, alumni reunion and
selected off-campus events.
Marjorie W. Henderson, previously an adjunct faculty member
of the department of humanities
at Lake Land College for the 1998
fall term, will be on campus
Tuesday.
Search committee members
will meet with Henderson from 8
to 9 a.m., alumni services staff
will meet with her from 9 to 9:45
a.m., an open session for administrators, faculty, staff and students
will be from 9:45 to 10:30 a.m.
and Steve Rich, director of alumni services, will meet with her at
10:30.
Interviews for all the candidates will be in the Linder House.
Henderson also was an adjunct
faculty member and electronic
English language coordinator at
Broward Community College in
Davie, Fla. for the 1997 fall term,
and was the administrative assistant to the dean of business affairs
and Broward from 1990 to 1998.
Henderson earned her bachelor’s degree in applied liberal arts
and her master’s degree in
English at Western Michigan
University.
Sarah Drury, who previously
worked with the development and
production of a comprehensive
print and web profile of all the
environmental activities associated with the University of
Colorado, will interview with the
campus Wednesday.
Interviews will be from 7 to 8
a.m. with search committee mem-
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bers, 8 to 8:45 a.m. with alumni
services staff, 8:45 to 9:30 a.m.
will be the open session and Rich
will meet with Drury at 9:30 a.m.
Drury worked for the Sierra
Student Coalition, was the editor
of Generation from 1996 to 1997
and was the editor-in-chief of the
Warbler at Eastern from 1996 to
1997.
She earned her bachelor’s
degree in journalism and environmental biology at Eastern and her
master’s degree in journalism at
the University of Colorado.
Janice Hunt, currently a staff
writer
for
Mid-Illinois
Newspapers, Charleston, also will
interview Wednesday.
Hunt’s interviews will be from
1 to 2 p.m. with search committee
members, 2 to 2:45 p.m. with
alumni service staff, the open session will be held from 2:45 to
3:30 p.m. and Rich will meet with
her at 3:30 p.m.
Hunt has been a self-employed
web site designer since December
1998 and is the layout coordinator
for the Oakland Christian Church
pictorial dictionary and copy editor
for
Tuscola,
Kestner
Educational Services.
She received her bachelor’s
degree in journalism from Eastern
in 1997.
Sarah Greider, editor of TED
magazine in St. Louis, will be the
last to interview Friday.
Interviews will be held from 1
to 2 p.m. with search committee
members, 2 to 2:45 p.m. with
alumni services staff, the open
session will be held from 2:45 to
3:30 p.m. and Rich will meet with
Greider at 3:30 p.m.
Greider also was the acting
managing editor and news editor
for the Edwardsville Intelligence.
She was news editor from January
1996 to July 1997 and was the
acting managing editor from July
1997 to September 1997.

Creator has top comedy, drama
LOS ANGELES (AP) — In a
double coup for creator David E.
Kelley, the quirky “Ally McBeal”
won the Emmy for best comedy
Sunday and his courtroom drama,
“The Practice,” won for best drama
series.
The Fox comedy about a bizarre
Boston law firm toppled NBC’s
“Frasier,” which had won the best
comedy award five years in a row.
It was the second straight Emmy for
ABC’s “The Practice,” and two of its
supporting actors also took home
trophies.
Helen Hunt won her fourth
straight best comedy actress Emmy
for the sentimental finale of “Mad
About You” and John Lithgow was
honored as top comedy actor for
“3rd Rock From the Sun.”
Miss Hunt’s award tied a record

for consecutive wins by a performer
set in 1988 by John Larroquette for
“Night Court.”
Acknowledging co-star Paul
Reiser and everyone involved in the
show, Miss Hunt thanked “a family
of people that made it the most creative, safe, loving place to work.”
Lithgow accepted his third award
for the NBC sitcom.
“I really don’t know why I have
won this. As far as I can tell every
actor in this town thinks what I do on
’3rd Rock’ is completely disgraceful. I’m embarrassed myself,” he
joked.
Another Emmy veteran, Dennis
Franz of “NYPD Blue,” won his
fourth trophy for best actor in a
drama.. He said he thought his costar, Jimmy Smits, would win the
award for the episode where Smit’s

character died.
Edie Falco, the long-suffering
Mafia wife on HBO’s “The
Sopranos,” won the award for best
actress in a drama series in the
show’s first season. Otherwise, the
much-nominated show was shut out
of major awards.
Kristen Johnston of “3rd Rock
From the Sun” was named best supporting actress in a comedy and
David Hyde Pierce won the supporting actor’s honor for “Frasier.”
Holland Taylor and Michael
Badalucco from ABC’s drama
series, “The Practice,” swept the best
supporting actress and actor awards.
“So glad I put on pants,” said
Emmy host Pierce, who had quickly
changed into a tuxedo after donning
a purple unitard for a show-opening
skit. It was his third Emmy.

Investigators looking into Amtrak crash
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal investigators are
looking for new clues as they try to find out how a
truck loaded with steel ended up in the path of a New
Orleans-bound Amtrak train the night of March 15,
causing a fiery crash that killed 11 passengers.
Was truck driver John R. Stokes trying to drive his
fully loaded truck around the railroad’s crossing
gates and beat the oncoming locomotive? Or did the
crossing’s warning signals activate too late — or not
at all — leaving him unaware that the City of New
Orleans was barreling toward him at 79 mph?
As the federal agency in charge of divining the
cause of accidents — and determining how to prevent
others — opens a three-day public hearing on the
Bourbonnais crash in Chicago on Monday, investigators still want answers to the same questions they’ve
had since the beginning.
“We might not have them until some time in the
future,” said George Black, the National
Transportation Safety Board member who will chair
the hearing. “Frankly, we may never know the
answers.”
The hearing is a key step in efforts to get those
answers.
So is finding two people who other witnesses say
were in a vehicle just behind Stokes’ truck, Black
said. Three people who were close enough to the
accident to give investigators detailed testimony have
come forward and will be re-questioned at the hearing. But the board has been unable to locate the other
two and hopes they might still contact someone.
“We certainly are not interested in harassing them
for not coming forward earlier,” Black said. “We just
want to make something good come out of something

bad here, so we can try to prevent other tragedies like
this in the future.”
The three known eyewitnesses will testify the first
day. Amtrak employees who were on the train also
will appear, including the train’s engineer, who will
give his first NTSB interview since the accident.
On Tuesday, the panel will hear from other railroad personnel, safety experts, the Bourbonnais fire
chief, the Illinois Commerce Commission, an
Amtrak official and others.
One aim of the meeting is to allow public access
to the federal government’s investigation into a crash
that traumatized the whole community.
The board also hopes the crash will provide insight
into how new technologies can make crossings safer
and what makes passengers better able to survive
crashes.
All of those killed were found in a sleeper car that
was badly damaged as the train hit the truck, jumped
the track and smashed into loaded rail cars sitting
alongside the tracks near the rural crossing 50 miles
south of Chicago. Another 122 passengers were
injured, and damage estimates reached $14 million,
the NTSB said.
The hearing’s main purpose, however, is to gather new information to help investigators reach a conclusion about the accident’s cause.
Testimony from Stokes, the train’s engineer and
the eyewitnesses, along with data recorders from the
train’s engines and the crossing signal provide a conflicting, confusing picture of what happened. Some
evidence indicates Stokes headed into the intersection before warnings began flashing; other information points toward him proceeding afterward.

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
University Union Bookstore
Be part of an EXCITING INTERNET COMPANY
needed:

Now through Saturday!
20% Off

Coats

Campus Operations Manager
• Earn great money
• Excellent resume builder
• Flexible schedule
• Gain Management and Marketing experience

Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm

Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625

apply online at www.versity.com
email your resume to: jobs@versity.com
fax your resume to: 734/483-8460
or call: 877/VERSITY ext.888 (837-7489)

Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF

GIVE IT A TRY

Classifiedadvertising
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Help wanted

Help wanted

Help wanted

For sale

Announcements

Mattoon Academy of Gymnastics
and Dance needs gymnastic
instructors and dance instructor.
Teaching Exp. preferred. Also
need receptionist with computer
skills. Must be willing to work with
children. 235-1080 or 752-6706.
_______________________‘00’
FREE BABY BOOM BOX + EARN
$1200 Fundraiser for student
groups and organizations. Earn
up to $4 per MasterCard app. Call
for info or
visit our website. Qualified callers
receive a FREE Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 ext. 119 or ext.
125 www. ocmconcepts. com
______________________11/15
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet. Call (202) 452-5942
______________________12/13
Inserters needed 1-3 am as needed. Apply at 1802 Buzzard or call
581-2812.
_______________________‘00’
ATTENTION: Starting $7.00/hr,
health, life, dental, 401K. No
experience needed, paid training.
Rewarding and fulfilling job working with DD adults. All hours, all
shifts available. Will work around
you class schedule. Apply at 738
18th St. Charleston EOE.
_______________________9/14
ATTENTION, ATTENTION, CCAR
Industries is looking for staff to
work, evening, nights & weekend
shift. Ft and PT hours available.
Flexible schedule, paid training is
provided. Applications can be
obtained at 1530 Lincoln Ave.
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E
______________________12/13
MANAGE A BUSINESS ON
YOUR CAMPUS!! Versity .com
an internet notetaking company is
looking for an entrepreneurial student to run our business on your
campus. Manage students, make
tons of money, excellent opportunity! Apply online at www.versity.com, contact Jobs@versity.com
or call (734) 483-1600 ext. 888.
______________________10/12
Council on Aging Homemaker
Program now taking applications
for in-home care providers for
older adults in Coles County.
Flexible day time hours only .
$5.95 hourly rate. Experience or
CNA preferred. Must have own
transportation. Call homemaker
program 234-3311 or 348-5355.
_______________________9/17
Child Care needed in our home
for a newborn baby. Wanting an
experienced person who will be
extremely reliable. Education
major preferred. Hours needed
are Monday & Wednesday 9:302:00 and also possibly Tues &

Thurs for a few hours. Pay negotiable. Call 345-4876
_______________________9/14
Start Making Money For Spring
Break Early. For Great Paying
Part-Time Jobs Distributing Flyers
On Campus Call 1-800- YOUR
JOB (800-968-7562)
_______________________9/13
Now hiring evening restaurant
manager. Hrs 4:30pm - 11pm, 6
days a week. Must have positive
attitude with responsible work
ethic and leadership skills. Must
also maintain a clean appearance
and management experience
would be a plus. Please send
resume to Journal Gazette File
#248172, 100 Broadway, Mattoon,
IL.
_______________________9/17
Accepting applications from
mature individuals that are
dependable, exercise problem
solving skills and the ability to
work with special needs children.
Mattoon and Charleston work
sites available for all shifts. FT
and PT. Flexible hours. 6.808.30/hr. Benefits include health,
dental, 401K, pd. vacation. Pd.
Internships available. Apply at
1550 Douglas Drive Chas. Suite
206 EOE.
_______________________9/15
SEXUAL ASSAULT COUNSELING SERVICE seeks caring volunteers to work with victims of
sexual assault. Training begins
October 3. Call office (348-5033),
1-5 pm, Mon.-Fri.
_______________________9/17
NEEDED 63 PEOPLE TO LOSE
30 LBS BY OCTOBER 15! NATURAL,
GUARANTEED
RESULTS, DR.APPROVED! I
LOST 15 LBS IN 1 MONTH!
800-570-9628
www.1bsoff.com
ID# 5379
_______________________9/13
Charleston School District #1 is in
need of Substitue teachers. Subteaching requires a Teaching
Certificate or a 4-year degree.
Inquireat unit office 410 W. Polk,
Charleston.
_______________________9/17
Looking to expand your skills?
CCAR industries, inc. is looking
for self-motivated, resposible and
dependable people to fill newly
created House Manager positions
for two to three small group
homes.
Supervisory position
duties include: supervision of
direct care professionals; ensure
implementation, completion &
assimilation of daily/monthly data;
daily household organization; and
hands on work with individuals living with developmental disabilities. We offer competative wages
and benefits. Associates degree

preferred, but not required.
Please send resume or complete
application and send to CCAR
industries, inc., 1530 Lincoln Ave.,
P.O. Box 560, Charleston, IL
61920. EOE
_______________________9/13

Perfect
6.
Good
for
Wordprocessing-$200, 348-1876.
_______________________9/30
‘92 Ford Explorer, 2 DR, 4 WD,
$5,750.00, Good Condition. Call
932-5626.
_______________________9/17
Waterbed $100 obo. 345-3623
_______________________9/15
1974 Ford Maverick, $550. 1409
S. 2nd, Mattoon or call 234-4457.
Runs Good.
_______________________9/13
3 bed, 2 bath, 2 car garage.
Culdasack close to EIU, 949. Call
345-5809.
_______________________9/14

JACKSON AVE
_______________________9/13

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 15 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

Wanted
I HAVE PRIDE! Needing women
to form all Lesbian band. Ask for
Erin at 345-2789.
_______________________9/15

Rent
McArthur Manor apartment, 2
bedroom furnished, no pets, no
parties. 345-2231.
_______________________‘00’
3 bedroom apartment at 62
Madison. $500/month. Call 3456621.
_______________________‘00’
Oldetowne Management 3456533. I bdrm apts. still available.
_______________________‘00”
One bedroom furnished apt. close
to campus. Water & trash included. Pay own utilities. $350 a
month. Call 217-345-5088.
_______________________9/13
1 Bedroom apartment availible. All
utilities paid. Close to campus.
348-0006
_______________________‘00’
Chas., newer 1 Bd., w/d hookup.
Off square. 348-8284.
_______________________9/21

Sublessors
Wanted Sublessor for Fall semester. Efficiency apartment. Phone
Scott 618-676-1802 (leave message) or 217-345-4489.
_______________________9/14
Spacious 3 room apt. for 1 person.
On square behind Will Rogers.
Furnished, $275/month. Spring
Semester Call 345-9232.
_______________________9/22

Make money
Make up to $2000 in one week!
Motivated Student Organizations
needed for marketing project.
www.CampusBackBone.com\fund
raiser
or
www.CreditHealth.com\fundraiser
or Call Dennis at 1-800-357-9009.
_______________________9/21

For sale
386 Computer, color, printer, Word

Announcements
Coles County Pawn, 4th &
Madison 345-3623. Buy, Sell,
Trade. Adult Room, magazines,
xxx movies, toys, novelties, and
pipe shop.
________________________‘00”
Spring Break ‘00
Cancun,
Mazatlan or Jamaica from $399
Reps Wanted! Sell 15 and travel
free! Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!
Info:
Call 1-800-446-8355,
www.sunbreaks.com.
_______________________9/24
Wanna look great! Call Jessie at
Coed Hairstyling. 348-7818. 7th
street & Lincoln.
_______________________9/29
Jamaican tan in Regular bed 10
for $27 or one month unlimited
$35.Super bed/ Stand-up 10 for
$37 or one month unlimited $45.
Sign up for free drawing every
month. Call 348-0018.
_______________________9/30
JOIN BACCHUS! ENCOURAGE
& EDUCATE OTHERS TO MAKE
HEALTHY DECISIONS ABOUT
ALCOHOL, DRUGS, SEXUAL
HEALTH & SAFETY. MONDAY
NIGHTS AT 7:00 IN THE CASEY
ROOM.
_______________________9/13
JOIN BACCHUS! Monday nights
at 7:00 p.m. in the Casey Room in
the MLK Union.
_______________________9/13
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND SPECIAL: NATURAL LT,
ICE 12 CANS $4.99, LITE, MGD
18 CANS $9.99, CAPTAIN MORGAN 750ML $9.99, HONEY
BROWN KEGS $59.50, EASTSIDE PACKAGE 18TH AND
JACKSON AVE
_______________________9/13
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND SPECIAL: NATURAL LT,
ICE 12 CANS $4.99, LITE, MGD
18 CANS $9.99, CAPTAIN MORGAN 750 ML $9.99, HONEY
BROWN KEGS $59.50, EASTSIDE PACKAGE 18TH AND

Lost and found
CD Case found on Lincoln Ave, by
the Amoco Station. Please claim
at Student Publications 1802

Lost and found
Buzzard.
_______________________9/13
Lost Jewelry in Library Quad.
Reward if found. Call Leah 5815087.
_______________________9/14

CampusClips
Newman Catholic Center Mass @ 12:05- Sept.13 in the
Newman Catholic Center, 500 Roosevelt.
Lesbian Gay Bisexual & Allies Union Weekly Meeting,
Monday- Sept.13, 7pm in the Schraher Room in the Union.
Newman CC Habitat for Humanity- Sept.13-8pm-Arcola
Tuscola Room in the Union
Sexual Assault Counseling meeting for all current volunteers-Sept.13-6pm- Oakland Room in the Union.
Phi Epsilon Mu. Pledge Dinner on Monday, Sept. 13 at
5:30pm in the Pem Dining Room. Dress nice and meet in
the main lounge.
Mortar Board. Meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 14 at 6:00pm in
the MLK Union.
Math Energy. First Meeting on Monday, Sept. 13 at 7:00pm
in the University Ballroom. We will be hearing from
Disney’s 1998 Math teacher of the year! Please pen, pencil,
and checkbook for membership dues.
East Central Illinios Reading Council. First Meeting
Tuesday, Sept. 14 at 7pm in the Grand Ballroom. Anyone
interested it is $2.
The Agency. Meeting Monday, Sept. 13 at 5pm in the
Buzzard Lab, Room 2436. Students interested in Working
on Public Relations Projects are invited to join us.
LEARNING ASSISTANCE CENTER. “Using Textbook
Strategies,” part of the free 30-Minute Student Workshops,
will be offered on Sept. 13 and repeated on Sept. 14, 15, &
16 from 5:00-5:30 in Room 2012, Ninth Street Hall. Please
call Mark May at 581-6696 for information or reservations.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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A distant memory
Good finishes for
cross country
teams erase last
week’s meet
By Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor

After an admittedly less than stellar outing last week at Colorado
State, the men’s and women’s cross
country teams turned in solid performances at the Bradley Open.
The men brought home a firstplace finish out of 11 teams at the
tourney. Indiana State, the University
of Illinois-Chicago, Greenville
College and St. Ambrose rounded out
the top five.
“We knew we didn’t run any-

where near our capabilities at
Colorado State,” head coach John
McInerney said. “This was a good
solid team effort. We had 10 guys finish in the top 21. I’m real pleased.”
Leading the pack of Eastern runners was Jason Bialka, who finished
third overall with a time of 25:39.
Not far behind Bialka was group
of Eastern runners. Damon Nicholas,
Eric Wheeler and Bruce Lumbourg
finished seventh, eighth and ninth
respectively.
“I was hoping we would be good
enough to handle a pretty good field,”
McInerney said of his team. “Before
the meet the coach from Western
Illinois told me this was one of the
strongest teams he’s had in years.
There was a lighter field, but up front
there was pretty good competition.”
On the women’s side, the field
was equally competitive. The
Panthers managed a fifth place finish
while putting three runners among

the top 15 finishers.
Southern Illinois-Carbondale won
the meet, with host Bradley taking
second. Indiana State, Illinois State
and Eastern rounded out the top five
teams.
Last week’s performance at
Colorado State left McInerney with
questions concerning his young team.
This week’s meet erased most of
them.
“Four of our top seven runners are
running cross-country for us for the
first time,” McInerney said. “It was a
good solid effort by the women’s
team.”
McInerney can only hope his
young team keeps developing the
way they have so far in the early
going of this season.
“I thought it might take a
while,” McInerney said of his
team’s development. “We had a
good start, but there is room for
improvement.”

Experience
from Page 12
Notes: The Panthers came into
Sunday’s game a little banged up.
Eastern was missing several players including senior captain Tom
Dillon, who was out with a shoulder injury.
Bobby Ewan, who is only a freshman, is turning some heads this
season. Ewan has played all 90
minutes of every game this season, including the preseason.
Unfortunately for the Panthers,
they scored as many goals for the
other team as they did for their

team this weekend. In Saturday’s
game the ball deflected off an
Eastern player right into the net.
A quick glance at Sunday’s game
gave the appearance Eastern didn’t put up much of a fight.
However, the Panthers held the
Golden Eagles scoreless for the
first 64 minutes of the game.
Eastern’s Ryan Hunt was ejected
after receiving a red card at the
51:56 mark. That ejection was the
second of the game after Carlos
Flores of Oral Roberts was ejected
three seconds earlier.
The only team the Panthers didn’t
play in the tournament this weekend was Northern Illinois, who
they beat in their season opener.

Want to win the admiration of your friends?
Of course you do.
Write sports for the Eastern News and be the
envy of your friends.
Call Chad or Kyle @7944

Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News
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Personals

Travel

Congratulations to Jill Turnage of
SIGMA KAPPA on getting lavaliered to Jay Piatt of Pi Kappa
Alpha. We are so excited for you!
Love, Your Sisters!

SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS.
Join America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Cruises, and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
1-800-648-4849 or visit on-line @
www.ststravel.com.

_______________________9/13
Jeanie Sear of SIGMA KAPPA Congratulations on getting pinned
by Rob McGuire. We are all so
happy for you! Sig Kap Love, Your
Sisters!
_______________________9/13
Congratulations to Cori Pulver of
SIGMA KAPPA on getting pinned
by Chris Hill of Delta Tau Delta.
We are all so happy for you! Love,
your sisters!

_______________________9/15
SPRING BREAK 2000-PLAN
NOW!
Cancun, Mazatian,
Acapulco, Jamaica & S.Padre.
Reliable TWA flights. America’s
best prices & packages. Book
now and SAVE! Campus Reps
wanted- earn FREE trips.
1.800.SURFS.UP www.studentexpress.com
______________________10/21

_______________________9/13
Maria Palontonio, Johna Kelly,
and Michelle Michelson - THANK
YOU so much for all your hard
work with Rush. It really paid off!
Love, Your Sisters!
_______________________9/13
Welcome back students! Tropi
Tan special-10 tans for $25. 618
W. Lincoln. 348-8263
_________________________00

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Buich gives Hawaii the bird – 23 times for 284 yards
HONOLULU – Leading up to Saturday’s
game, a member of the local media said
Eastern quarterback Anthony Buich’s passes
were ducks compared to USC’s Carson
Palmer.
Buich proved his ducks can fly with some
amazing accuracy. The senior started out the
game on a tear, completing 5-of-6 passes for
86 yards. His final two passes were on the
money, but dropped by receivers, so he finished 5-of-8 in the first quarter.
His quick start included a 38-yard touchdown pass off a flea flicker only 19 seconds
into the game.
Buich finished the game with impressive
stats, despite being harassed by Hawaii’s linemen most of the second half. He completed
23-of-38 passes for 284 yards, two touchdown passes and tossed one interception.
Buich’s take on the wounded duck theory:
“I don’t throw ducks ... I don’t throw ducks,”
he said after the game. “Hawaii is 1-19 now
and whatever they want to say is fine.”

Phil Martin?
A Honolulu paper quoted Phil Martin
about how much in awe the Panthers were of
the 50,000 seat Aloha Stadium. So what’s the
problem?
Eastern doesn’t have a Phil Martin and the
player in question was Phil Taylor.
Perhaps it was just wishful thinking on
part of the Hawaiian people, that Taylor doesn’t exist – but he showed them otherwise in a
big way.
Taylor was on the receiving end of Buich’s
38-yard touchdown pass to start the game,
and finished with four catches for 89 yards,

only second behind tight end Seth
Willingham’s six catches for 90 yards.

Aloha

A miraculous transformation

from Page 12

A week ago against USC, Hawaii quarterback Dan Robinson was hitting everything
except the receivers – the other team’s defensive backs, overthrowing his own receivers
with regularity and even inadvertently threw
a couple right into the ground.
Eastern saw a different Robinson.
While he did throw two picks, both to
safety John Williams, Robinson also completed 24-of-40 passes for 452 yards and four
touchdowns. Those stats include an 80-yard
scoring strike to Attrice Brooks.

Lots of offense
The early consensus around Panther football is that, yes, they are going to give up
some points, but at the same time, the offense
is potent enough that few should be worried.
Saturday night’s game is a good example
of that.
Eastern racked up 497 yards to Hawaii’s
541. While the Rainbow Warriors dominated
the passing game (452-284 yards), the
Panthers had a decisive edge in the ground
game, tallying 238 yards to Hawaii’s 99.
But the most telling tale of the night was
the average yards per play – every time
Hawaii snapped the ball, the ‘Bows gained
an average of 8.7 yards, compared to
Eastern’s not-too-shabby 6.1.

Injury update
Possibly the worst thing about Saturday

“We ought to be able to run a QB sneak for
six inches but we didn’t. You’ve got to make
six inches or you don’t deserve to win.”
The Panthers did get the ball back again,
but couldn’t convert on3rd-and-3 and 4thand-3 when Buich tossed two incomplete
passes to split end Frank Cutolo.
While Eastern did jump out to a quick
10-0 lead in the first quarter and led 17-10
heading into half, it didn’t take Hawaii long
to figure out how to beat the Panthers – go
deep – every chance they could.
The Panther secondary did get beat deep
repeatedly, as is shown in the final stats: UH
quarterback Dan Robinson’s line reads more
like Central Florida’s Daunte Culpepper’s
last year – 24-of-40, 452 yards and four
touchdowns. Receiver Dale Carter did his
job to secure the victory for Hawaii, with his
220 yards on nine catches, including a
touchdown.
The secondary would show spurts of brilliance, but even when Eastern was on the
night is not the fact Eastern was the team to
end Hawaii’s 19-game losing streak, but
rather, personnel the Panthers may be without
when the Ohio Valley Conference schedule
beings.
Willingham went down in the fourth quarter with a bruised knee, and team trainer Rob
Doyle said the x-rays came back negative, but

Merda
from Page 12
Panthers are to make some noise in
the Ohio Valley Conference. A
team can’t give up 452 yards in the
air every game and expect to win
the conference.
Defensive backs coach Ron
Lambert knows that, and said the
problems experienced Saturday
night can’t be pinpointed to just
one thing.
“We probably would have had a
chance to win the game, but we
didn’t understand how fast these
guys were,” he said. “We didn’t

receivers tighter than a pair of size 8 jeans on
a 257 pound woman, the Rainbow Warriors
would still manage to make a seemingly
miraculous catch.
“The guys played hard,” secondary coach
Ron Lambert said. “I tried to prepare these
guys for covering the deep ball. From the
secondary standpoint, the effort was good,
but the production was not.”
Buich, who threw for 284 yards and two
touchdowns, summed up the night – and the
attention on Northern’s and Hawaii’s losing
streaks the past two seasons.
“Northern is a team we beat last year and
Hawaii is a team we should have beat this
year,” he said. “We wanted to show Hawaii
we weren’t going to come and let them roll
over us.”
Now the Panthers have to look ahead to
their home opener Saturday night against
Southern Illinois.
“I think Jabarey (McDavid) and (Tim)
Waskow said it best,” Larner said. “They
said to ‘feel this all week and remember how
bad it burns.’
“We’ve lost two in a row, which is nothing compared to 19, but we have to break
our losing streak now.”
Willingham may miss a few weeks.
The Panthers’ other stud in the receiving
corp, Taylor, also went down with injury late
in the game. Doyle said Taylor definitely has
a torn MCL, and it is unknown whether or not
he tore his ACL. Either way, Taylor will be
out for a couple of weeks, at a minimum.
–compiled by Chad Merda

make plays and when you don’t
make plays you don’t win.”
Sometimes they did make plays,
other times they didn’t. For now,
inconsistency is the biggest demon
he has to exorcise.
“We put together a great fourth
quarter, but the last two games, I
think we played 35 minute ballgames,” Lambert said. “It was a
matter of us having some mental
breakdowns.”
Yes, Hawaii was faster than
most teams Eastern will face –
that’s what makes I-AA what it is.
Because of that, he’s not going to
panic yet when thinking about how
Hawaii’s receivers repeatedly blew
past the Eastern secondary.

“I feel any conference game is
going to be a close game,” Lambert
said. “I expect we’ll be better prepared for the OVC. I think we will
match up better against those teams
and we know them better.
“We still have a couple more
tests ahead.”
Mainly Tennessee State and
Murray State in about a month, two
teams notorious for tearing up
defenses through an awesome air
attack.
What are the Panthers supposed
to do to pass the next few tests?
I’m not a coach and don’t have
the answers.
All I know is when in doubt,
choose “C.”

Want to write sports for The Daily Eastern News?
Call Chad or Kyle @ 581-7944

Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR
Today
No events scheduled

Tuesday
Women’s volleyball at Evansville

NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Buffalo
0
0
0
Indianapolis
0
0
0
Miami
0
0
0
New England 0
0
0
N.Y. Jets
0
0
0
Central
Baltimore
0
0
0
Cincinnati
0
0
0
Cleveland
0
0
0
Jacksonville
0
0
0
Pittsburgh
0
0
0
Tennessee
0
0
0
West
Denver
0
0
0
Kansas City
0
0
0
Oakland
0
0
0
San Diego
0
0
0
Seattle
0
0
0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Arizona
0
0
0
Dallas
0
0
0
N.Y. Giants
0
0
0
Philadelphia
0
0
0
Washington
0
0
0
Central
Chicago
0
0
0
Detroit
0
0
0
Green Bay
0
0
0
Minnesota
0
0
0
Tampa Bay
0
0
0
West
Atlanta
0
0
0
Carolina
0
0
0
New Orleans
0
0
0
St. Louis
0
0
0
San Francisco 0
0
0
Sunday’s Results
Chicago 20, Kansas City 17
Green Bay 28, Oakland 24
Indianapolis 31, Buffalo 14
New Orleans, 19, Carolina 10
New England 30, New York Jets 28
Arizona 25, Philadelphia 24
St. Louis 27, Baltimore 10
Tennessee 36, Cincinnati 35
Dallas 41, Washington 35 (OT)
Minnesota 17, Atlanta 14
Jacksonville 41, San Francisco 3
Detroit 28, Seattle 20
New York Giants 17, Tampa Bay 13
*Pittsburgh at Cleveland
Monday’s Game
Miami at Denver, 8 p.m.

Chicago 20,
Kansas City 17
Kansas City
Chicago

3
7

0
13

7
0

KC
First Downs
17
Rushing
5
Passing
11
Penalty
1
3rd-Down Efficiency 4-12
4th-Down Efficiency 0-2
Total Net Yards
349
Total plays
60
Avg gain
5.8
Net Yards Rushing
71
Rushes
17
Avg per rush
4.2
Net Yards Passing
278
Completed-attempted 20-42
Yards per pass
6.5
Sacked-yards lost
1-5
Had intercepted
1
Punts-Avg
4-44.5
Return Yardage
78
Punts-returns
2-7
Kickoffs-returns
4-71
Interceptions-returns 0-0
Penalties-Yards
7-40
Fumbles-Lost
1-0

7
0
CHI
22
6
16
0
10-18
0-0
388
76
5.1
66
29
2.3
322
31-47
6.9
0-0
0
5-36.6
133
0-0
4-92
1-41
6-44
2-2

Indianapolis 31, Buffalo 14
Buffalo
0
Indianapolis 7

First Downs
Rushing
Passing
Penalty
3rd-Down Efficiency
4th-Down Efficiency
Total Net Yards
Total plays
Avg gain
Net Yards Rushing
Rushes
Avg per rush
Net Yards Passing
Completed-attempted

6
7

0
7
BUF
19
1
15
3
4-12
0-0
321
62
5.2
47
15
3.1
274
22-42

8
10
INDY
20
5
13
2
8-15
0-0
393
62
6.3
109
29
3.8
284
21-33
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Yards per pass
Sacked-yards lost
Had intercepted
Punts-Average
Return Yardage
Punt returns
Kickoffs-returns
Interceptions-returns
Penalties-Yards
Fumbles-Lost
Time Of Possession

5.8
5-26
2
6-343
186
1-27
6-156
2-3
12-90
1-1
26:23

8.6
0-0
2
3-44.0
153
0-0
3-51
2-102
8-75
1-1
33:37

St. Louis 27,
Baltimore 10
Baltimore
St. Louis

0
3

3
14

7
01
Bal
First Downs
13
Rushing
2
Passing
11
Penalty
0
3rd-Down Efficiency 4-14
4th-Down Efficiency 0-0
Total Net Yards
223
Total plays
60
Average gain
3.7
Net Yards Rushing
60
Rushes
15
Average per rush
4.0
Net Yards Passing
163
Completed-attempted 17-40
Yards per pass
3.6
Sacked-yards lost
5-25
Had intercepted
2
Punts-Avg
6-47.8
Return Yardage
194
Punts-returns
0-0
Kickoffs-returns
5-113
Interceptions-returns 2-81
Penalties-Yards
11-106
Fumbles-Lost
1-0
Time Of Possession 22:35

0
0
Stl
23
5
14
4
7-14
0-0
350
72
4.9
59
25
2.4
291
28-44
6.2
3-25
2
4-7.0
147
4-51
3-60
2-36
7-65
1-1
37:25

MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L
GB
New York
85 57
—
Boston
82 61
3.5
Toronto
76 68
10.0
Baltimore
67 76
18.5
Tampa Bay
62 81
23.5
Central Division
W L
GB
x-Cleveland
88 54
—
Chicago
64 79
24.5
Detroit
59 83
29.0
Minnesota
58 84
30.0
Kansas City
57 85
31.0
West Division
W L
GB
Texas
85 59
—
Oakland
79 64
6.5
Seattle
70 72
14.0
Anaheim
57 85
27.0
Sunday’s Results
Toronto 5, Detroit 3
Oakland 4, Tampa Bay 3
Boston 4, New York 1
Oakland at Tampa Bay
Anaheim 6, Minnesota 3
Baltimore 4, Seattle 1
Chicago 4, Cleveland 3
Kansas City 6, Texas 3
Today’s Games
Seattle at Baltimore, 6:05 p.m.
Oakland at Tampa Bay, 6:05 p.m.
New York at Toronto, 6:05 p.m.
Boston at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
Detroit at Chicago, 7:05 p.m.
Anaheim at Minnesota, 7:05 p.m.
Texas at Kansas City, 7:05 p.m.
Tuesday’s Games
Oakland at Baltimore, 6:05 p.m.
Seattle at Tampa Bay, 6:05 p.m
New York at Toronto, 6:05 p.m.
Boston at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
Detroit at Chicago, 7:05 p.m.
Texas at Minnesota, 7:05 p.m.
Anaheim at Kansas City, 7:05 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
GB
Atlanta
90 54
—
New York
87 56
2.5
Philadelphia
68 74
22.0
Montreal
60 83
29.5
Florida
57 85
32.0
Central Division
W L
GB
Houston
89 56
—
Cincinnati
85 58
3.0
Pittsburgh
70 72
17.0
St. Louis
68 75
20.0
Milwaukee
61 80
26.0
Chicago
56 87
32.0
West Division
W L
GB
Arizona
85 57
–
San Francisco 78 65
7.5
San Diego
67 77
19.0
Los Angeles
66 76
19.0
Colorado
65 78
20.5
Sunday’s Results
Cincinnati 11, Florida 5
Houston 7, Chicago 1
Montreal 8, San Diego 4
San Francisco 8, Atlanta 4
Pittsburgh at St. Louis (PPD)

*Philadelphia at Arizona
*Milwaukee at Colorado
*New York at Los Angeles
Today’s Games
Florida at Cincinnati, 6:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at Houston, 7:05 p.m.
New York at Colorado, 7:05 p.m.
Milwaukee at St. Louis, 7:10 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Arizona, 9:05 p.m.
Atlanta at San Diego, 9:05 p.m.
Montreal at Los Angeles, 9:10 p.m.
Tuesday’s Games
Chicago at Cincinnati, 6:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at Houston, 7:05 p.m.
New York at Colorado, 7:05 p.m.
Milwaukee at St. Louis, 7:10 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Arizona, 9:05 p.m.
Atlanta at San Diego, 9:05 p.m.
Florida at San Francisco, 9:05 p.m.
Montreal at Los Angeles, 9:10 p.m.

NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L T
Pts
Philadelphia 0
0 0
0
Pittsburgh
0
0 0
0
New Jersey 0
0 0
0
N.Y. Islanders 0
0 0
0
N.Y. Rangers 0
0 0
0
Northeast Division
W L T
Pts
Boston
0
0 0
0
Buffalo
0
0 0
0
Montreal
0
0 0
0
Ottawa
0
0 0
0
Toronto
0
0 0
0
Southeast Division
W L T
Pts
Atlanta
0
0 0
0
Carolina
0
0 0
0
Florida
0
0 0
0
Tampa Bay 0
0 0
0
Washington 0
0 0
0
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L T
Pts
Chicago
0
0 0
0
Detroit
0
0 0
0
Nashville
0
0 0
0
St. Louis
0
0 0
0
Northwest Division
W L T
Pts
Calgary
0
0 0
0
Colorado
0
0 0
0
Edmonton 0
0 0
0
Vancouver 0
0 0
0
Pacific Division
W L T
Pts
Anaheim
0
0 0
0
Dallas
0
0 0
0
Los Angeles 0
0 0
0
Phoenix
0
0 0
0
San Jose
0
0 0
0
Saturday’s Preseason Results
Boston 2, Buffalo 2 (OT)
Anaheim 1, San Jose 1 (OT)
Carolina 3, Tampa Bay 1
Atlanta 3, Nashville 1
New York Islanders 3, Pittsburgh 2
Dallas 3, Colorado 0
Edmonton 4, Montreal 1
Chicago 2, St. Louis 1
Los Angeles 4, Phoenix 0
Sunday’s Preseason Games
New Jersey vs. Pittsburgh New York
Rangers at Detroit
Carolina at Tampa Bay
St. Louis vs. Atlanta
Toronto at Chicago
Dallas at Phoenix
Colorado at Anaheim
Ottawa at Edmonton
Montreal at Calgary
Vancouver vs. San Jose at

GOLF
Canadian Open Results
Hal Sutton, 69- 67-70-69 – 275
Dennis Paulson, 70-68-71-69 – 278
Justin Leonard, 72-67-72-70 – 281
Dudley Hart,72-69-70-70 – 281
David Sutherland,73-65-72-71–281
Lee Janzen,66-71-68-76 – 281
Scott Dunlap, 72-74-66-70 – 282
Nick Faldo, 73-72-67-71 – 283
Phil Tataurangi, 74-72-69-69 – 284
Jesper Parnevik, 68-73-73-70 – 284
Charles Raulerson, 67-74-70-73– 284
Paul Azinger, 71-66-70-77–284
Bob Tway, 71-73-68-73–285
Steve Stricker, 67-70-72-76–285
Greg Chalmers, 71-72-75-68–286
Jeff Sluman,72-73-71-70– 286
Chip Beck,69-72-74-71–286
Bob Estes, 71-70-72-73 – 286
Mark O’Meara, 71-73-69-73 – 286
Jay Don Blake, 70-70-77-70–287
Steve Lowery, 69-73-74-71 – 287
Billy Mayfair, 71-72-71-73– 287
Brett Quigley, 73-70-71-73 –287
Bo Van Pelt, 73-73-68-73– 287
Brad Faxon,70-70-79-69– 288
Mark Calcavecchia,70-68-79-71– 288
Steve Jones,67-75-74-72– 288
Doug Martin,70-71-74-73– 288
Jay Williamson, 71-71-75-72–289
Hank Kuehne,74-71-72-72 – 289

Glen Day, 72-73-72-72 – 289
Richard Zokol, 73-72-72-72 – 289
Mark Brooks, 71-70-75-73–289
Charles Warren, 71-71-74-73 –289
Kevin Sutherland, 73-72-69-75 –289
Woody Austin, 69-70-74-76 –289
David Morland IV, 70-74-78-68–290
Scott McCarron,73-71-77-69–290
Joe Ogilvie, 74-69-77-70–290
Ken Green, 72-74-74-70–290
Tom Scherrer, 73-71-75-71–290
Jonathan Kaye, 69-74-75-72–290
Jim Furyk, 68-72-77-73–290
Keith Fergus, 72-74-74-71–291
Bradley Hughes, 68-74-77-72–291
Chris DiMarco, 70-74-72-75–291
Bill Glasson, 73-72-71-75–291
Rick Fehr, 71-72-71-77–291
Bob Burns, 70-72-79-71–292
Jeff Brehaut, 70-75-76-71–292
Tim Loustalot, 74-71-75-72 –292
Len Mattiace, 70-70-79-73 –292
Brandt Jobe, 72-71-73-76– 292
Andrew Magee, 67-72-74-79–292
Trevor Dodds, 66-73-78-76–293
Franklin Langham, 71-73-72-77–293
Michael Bradley, 70-76-68-79–293
Jim Gallagher, 76-70-78-70–294
Craig Matthew, 69-74-75-76–294
P.H. Horgan III, 72-73-73-76–294
Joey Sindelar, 72-72-74-76–294
Mike Sposa, 71-75-71-77–294
Rory Sabbatini, 68-72-72-82–294
Robert Damron, 70-72-81-72–295
Tommy Tolles, 78-67-78-72–295
Bob Friend, 70-74-79-72–295
Sandy Lyle, 70-75-77-73–295
Briny Baird, 71-68-77-79–295
Brad Fabel, 71-74-71-79–295
Robert Karlsson, 77-69-75-75–296
Dave Stockton, 67-77-73-79–296
Bob Gilder, 73-71-75-78–297
Steve Jurgensen, 74-72-76-77–299
David Ogrin, 70-73-78-78–299
Ian Leggatt, 71-75-81-73–300
Deane Pappas, 70-75-77-78–300
David Seawell, 77-68-76-80–301

TENNIS
NEW YORK (AP) – Results
Sunday of the $14.5 million U.S.
Open tennis championships at the
National Tennis Center in Flushing
Meadows:
Women Doubles Championship
Serena and Venus Williams (5),
United States, def. Chanda Rubin,
United States, and Sandrine
Testud, France, 4-6, 6-1, 6-4.
Men’s 45 Doubles Championship
Tom Gullikson and Dick Stockton,
United States, def. Bob Lutz and
Stan Smith, United States, 6-3, 6-2.
Women’s Doubles
MastersChampionship
Ilana Kloss, South Africa, and
Kathy May, United States, def. Gigi
Fernandez and Pam Teeguarden,
United States, 7-5, 6-4.

COLLEGE
Football
Hawaii 31, Eastern 27
EIU
UH

10 7 7 3 – 27
0 10 21 0 – 31
Scoring Summary
First quarter
14:41 EIU – Taylor, P. 38 yd pass from
Buich, A. (Larner, C. kick)
5:35 EIU – Larner 18 yd. field goal
Second quarter
12:59 U of H – Hannum, E. 22 yd.
field goal
2:16 U of H – Brooks, A. 80 yd. pass
from Robinson, D. (Hannum kick)
:30 EIU – Massat, P. 10 yd. pass from
Buich (Larner kick)
Third quarter
13:00 U of H – Carter, D. 12 yd. pass
from Robinson (Hanuum kick)
4:08 EIU – Brown, W. 26 yd. run
(Larner kick)
:16 U of H – Brooks 14 yd. pass from
Robinson (Hunnum kick)
Fourth quarter
7:26 EIU – Larner 19 yd. field goal
A – 28,762

AP Top 25
1. Florida State
2.Tennessee
3. Penn State
4. Florida
5. Michigan
6. Nebraska
7.Texas A&M
8. Wisconsin
9. Miami
10.Virginia Tech
11. Georgia
12. Ohio State
13. Georgia Tech
14. Purdue
15. Arkansas
16. Kansas State
17. Arizona
18. Alabama
19. USC

Record Pvs
2-0
1
1-0
3
3-0
2
2-0
4
2-0
5
2-0
6
1-0
7
2-0
8
2-0
9
2-0
11
2-0
12
1-1
4
1-1
10
2-0
16
1-0
17
1-0
18
2-1
15
2-0
22
1-0
20

national
sports

20. NC State
3-0
24
21. UCLA
1-1
13
22.Texas
2-1
23
23. Arizona State
1-0
25
24. Colorado State2-0 137
25.
Marshall
2-0
—
Others receiving votes: Syracuse
103, BYU 84, Mississippi State 63,
Louisville 51, Michigan State 43,
Southern Miss 43, Notre Dame 31,
LSU 28, Virginia 20, Missouri 12, East
Carolina 9, Air Force 7, Clemson 5,
Oklahoma State 5, Colorado 4, Miami
(Ohio) 3, Oklahoma 3, West Virginia 2,
Texas Tech 1, Utah 1.

Volleyball
At Wisconsin- Milwaukee
Tournament
Eastern
Duquense

15
6

15
7

15
13

Eastern
Marshall

15
11

15
11

15
2

Eastern
Wisc–Mil

9
15

15
11

9 5
15 15

Men’s Soccer
At Pizza Hut Classic
Oral Roberts 2, Eastern 0
Oral Roberts 0-2 2
Eastern Illinois 0-0 0
Goals - Oral Roberts - Jones (Muse)
64:47; Oral Roberts - Muse (Vaut)
75:23;
Saves - Oral Roberts - Brooks 5;
Eastern - Evers 6;

Women’s Soccer
Oakland 5, Eastern 0
Eastern 0 0 0
Oakland 1 4 5
Goals – Oakland – Ashley McGhee
(2), Anita Rapp, Kristen Luoma (2)

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
NEW YORK YANKEES – Recalled
INF D’Angelo Jimenez, INF Alfonso
Soriano, LHP Ed Yarnall and RHP
Mike Buddie from Columbus of the
International League.
National League
MILWAUKEE BREWERS – Activated
RHP Steve Woodard from the 15-day
disabled list.
MONTREAL EXPOS—Activated RHP
Carl Pavano from the 15-day disabled
list.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CHICAGO BEARS – Waived K Jeff
Jaeger. Re-signed K Brian Gowins
from the the practice squad.
CINCINNATI BENGALS – Signed WR
Carl Pickens to a five-year contract
extension. Placed T Mike Doughty on
the injured reserve list and WR James
Hundon on the inactive list.
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS –
Released RB Tremayne Stephens.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
ANAHEIM MIGHTY DUCKS –
Assigned LW Jay Legault, G Blaine
Russell, D Lloyd Shaw and RW Tony
Tuzzolino to Cincinnati of the AHL.
Returned RW Trent Hunter to Prince
George of the WHL. Released C
Jason Cirone.
CALGARY FLAMES – Assigned G
Craig Andersson and D Kevin Mitchell
to Guelph of the OHL, RW Radek
Duda to Lethbridge of the WHL, RW
Brent Gauvreau to Oshawa of the
OHL, C Cory Pecker to Sault Ste.
Marie of the OHL, and G Dany
Sabourin to Sherbrooke of the
QMJHL. Released D Dean Arsene
and C Mike Jefferson.
DETROIT RED WINGS – Reassigned
G David Arsenault to Louisiana of the
ECHL. Released C Chris Bergeron,
LW Brett Harkins and D Jeff Sharples.
NEW YORK ISLANDERS – Assigned
LW Scott Pearson and Daniel Lacroix
to Chicago of the IHL, RW Bret
Meyers to Lowell of the AHL, RW
Radek Matejovsky to Duklajihlva of
the Czech League and D Johan
Halverson to HV7 of the Swedish
League.
OTTAWA SENATORS – Re-signed F
Bruce Gardiner.
PHOENIX COYOTES—Acquired RW
Craig Mills from the Chicago
Blackhawks for future considerations
AUSTIN PEAY – Named Doug
Peterson assistant golf coach.
SETON HALL – Announced the resignation of Jeff Greene, men’s tennis
coach.
THIEL – Named John Rafail defensive
backs coach.

inbrief
Jauron wins battle
of rookie coaches
CHICAGO (AP) — The beginning was impressive. The middle
was ugly. And the end? It doesn’t
get much better than that.
“My favorite offensive formation is taking a knee. I love that
formation,” said Dick Jauron,
who won the battle of rookie
coaches Sunday as his Chicago
Bears hung on for a 20-17 victory over the Kansas City Chiefs.
These aren’t the same Bears
(1-0) that Chicago has come to
dread the last few years. Forget
that boring, predictable NFC
Central offense.
Shane Matthews threw for
245 yards and two touchdowns
in his first NFL start. Curtis Enis
somersaulted into the end zone
for his first career TD and gained
133 yards of total offense.
“I think we proved some people wrong today,” Matthews said.
“It’s a long season and we’ve got
a long way to go, but we’ve got
the weapons.”
But this wouldn’t be a true
Bears game without a serious
breakdown. Elvis Grbac hit
Derrick Alexander with an 86yard touchdown reception to cut
the Bears lead to 20-10 with 5:01
left in the third quarter.
Glyn Milburn gave the Chiefs
(0-1) another chance, fumbling
the kickoff return. Robert
Williams recovered it, and
Kansas City had the ball at the
Chicago 23. But Grbac threw to
Andre Rison in the end zone
even though Alexander was
open, and Tom Carter broke up
what would have been a touchdown.

Fuente, Evitts,
Black and Sippio
earn OVC honors
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP) —
Murray State’s Justin Fuente was
named the Ohio Valley
Conference offensive player of
the week on Sunday.
Fuente completed 35-of-55
passes for 553 yards and three
touchdowns in Murray State’s
58-51 loss to Southern Illinois
on Saturday.
The senior from Tulsa, Okla.,
set OVC marks for passing yards
and total offense (532) and also
set school records for pass
attempts, completions and total

plays.
Chad Evitts of Tennessee
Tech received defensive honors.
The junior from Hartsville
recorded 10 tackles, three tackles
for loss and a sack in Tennessee
Tech’s 40-15 loss to Bowling
Green.
Tennessee State’s Avion
Black was named special teams
player of the week. The junior
from Nashville returned four
kickoffs for 214 yards, including
a 100-yarder for a TD, in
Tennessee State’s 48-33 victory
over Jackson State.
The 100-yard return tied a
Tennessee State and OVC
record.
Newcomer of the week was
Western Kentucky’s Bobby
Sippio of Kissimmee, Fla. The
freshman set a school record and
matched an OVC mark with two
punt returns (49 and 52 yards)
for touchdowns in the
Hilltoppers’ 55-7 victory over
Cumberland.

Not completely
hopeless after all
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Rams’ quarterback situation isn’t hopeless after all.
Untested and unknown Kurt
Warner threw for 316 yards and
three touchdowns in his first
career start as the Rams (1-0)
opened with a 27-10 victory over
the Baltimore Ravens (0-1) on
Sunday.
The Rams are 23-42 since
moving to St. Louis in 1995, but
they’ve won four of five season
openers in that time, and they
spoiled the debut of Ravens
coach Brian Billick.
Warner traveled the back
roads to get to the NFL, from
Northern Iowa to the Iowa
Barnstormers of the Arena
Football League to the
Amsterdam Admirals of NFL
Europe. He threw only 11 passes
last year and became the starter
by default when Trent Green was
lost for the year with a knee
injury in the preseason.
“I know this is the NFL and a
lot of people want to make it a
big deal,” Warner said.
“But I’ve played football a
long time and I felt like I was
just playing another game out
there.”
After the game, Warner also
told the team this was only the
beginning.
“I told them thanks, because
they stuck with me,” Warner said.
“I’m just going to continue to get
better.”

THIN TAB 100
NOW
AVAILABLE

Thermogenic Fat Burner
12 pure herbs & chromium picolonate

S E E R E S U LT S I N 1 0 D AY S
• Alleviate Hunger
• Reduce craving for fats and sweets

• Increase stamina
• Increase mental energy

Powerful energy booster
Free Samples Available at:

Trim, Tone, and Tan

904 W. Lincoln

348-5206
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Say aloha to Hawaii’s losing streak
Panthers lose 31-27,
give Hawaii its first
win in 20 attempts
By Chad Merda
Sports editor

HONOLULU – A year ago when Eastern
played Northern Illinois, which had a 21game losing streak, the Panthers opened up
with a flea-flicker on the first play from
scrimmage. Quarterback
Anthony Buich overthrew
his mark but Eastern even- More inside
tually won.
Buich proves to
Saturday night at Aloha Honolulu media
Stadium against Hawaii, his ducks fly with
the Panthers opened up in some accuracy.
similar fashion. This time,
Page 10
Buich completed the fleaflicker with a 38-yard
touchdown pass to Phil Taylor 19 seconds
into the game.
The difference this time around was
Eastern lost 31-27 and Hawaii’s 19-game
losing streak, the nation’s longest, came to
an end. It was the Rainbow Warriors’ first
victory since they beat Fresno State Oct. 11,
1997.
Unlike last week’s loss to Central
Michigan, Eastern was in a position to beat
this I-A team at the end.
“It’s apparent the guys were ready,”
Panther head coach Bob Spoo said. “They
all played hard and we’re all disappointed.
This is a team we could have beaten. There’s
no question our guys played hard and we
took some hits.”
For the most part, Eastern and Hawaii
were matching each other score for score.
One could sense all it would take was one
swing in momentum and that team would
win the game.
After the Panthers kicked a 19-yard field
goal to draw the score to 31-27 with more
than seven minutes left in the game, Chad
Larner executed a squibb kick.
“We haven’t worked on that all year,”
Larner said. “It’s kind of like an onside
kick. You can aim for someone or aim for
the sideline. I tried to get it in the corner and
hope it hit someone.”
Well, it hit two Hawaii players, both
muffed it and Eastern recovered on Hawaii’s
30 yard line.
Three plays later on 4th-and-inches,
freshman fullback Andre Jones got the call,
but was stopped for no gain. Even Spoo was
at a loss for words on the play that may have
cost Eastern the game.
“I don’t know what it was,” he said.
See ALOHA Page 10

David Pump / Staff photographer
Eastern offensive linemen Matt Muehling and Brian Frana clear a hole for their running back in the Sept. 2 loss to Central Michigan University. Eastern
came up just short Saturday night, losing to the University of Hawaii and snapping the nation’s longest losing streak.

Some things just aren’t worth 20 bucks

H

ONOLULU – The trip to paradise was truly a learning experience for all. For example, not
even two bottles of sunscreen can
save you from the agony of severe sunburn
if all you chose to do is lay on the beach for
three days straight.
The trip gave many Eastern football players, administration and boosters the opportunity to do some sightseeing and learn about
another culture.
I even learned something. That is, don’t
sit on the beach by yourself late at night –
especially in Waikiki. There’s lots of weird
people, or should I say, drunks out there.
Within about a 30-minute period, I saw a
drunk woman beat up a drunk man. I saw
the police arrest another drunk shortly after,
because he thought it would be a good idea
to start cursing at them in Spanish while the
walked by. It was like a scene off of COPS.
Even though it’s entertaining, there’s a certain part of you that feels guilty for enjoying
it.

But then
Suicide Squeeze
came the best
part. There I
was, watching
the ocean
after a long
tiring day. I
never thought
I’d be in this
situation, but
Chad Merda
there I was,
being solicit- Sports editor
email: cuccm1@pen.eiu.edu
ed by a prostitute.
She was a keeper all right – decked out in
a matching fluorescent pink spandex outfit,
complete with painted eyebrows.
She said I looked lonely. I told her I wasn’t.
Mrs. Prostitute said she knows a lonely
person when she sees one. I insisted I was
just fine.
Then she offered to put a smile on my
face for $20. A great deal for some, but a
shameful deed even I wouldn’t do.

I walked away. The next day, when a
member of Eastern football team learned of
this tale, he voiced his disappointment in
me. All I could tell him is if he saw her, he’d
have done the same.
But the knowledge gained from this trip
goes much deeper than simply knowing a
$20 prostitute is bad news.
More importantly, we learned many
things about the football team in Saturday
night’s 31-27 loss to Hawaii.
First, quarterback Anthony Buich’s arm
can carry the offense. More importantly, so
can backs Jabarey McDavid and Wayne
Brown. Yes, we have known this for some
time, but rarely have we seen such a balanced attack. Buich had 284 yards passing
while Eastern ran for 213 yards; 497 yards
of total offense each game will bode well for
the Panthers.
The greatest revelations Saturday night
came from the secondary – which for right
now has to become top priority, if the
See MERDA Page 10

Experience gained despite losing weekend
Eastern forward
Tim Fredin
breaks away
from defenders
in the Panthers
2-0 loss to Oral
Roberts Sunday
afternoon at
Lakeside Field.
Eastern is 2-2
on the season.
Mandy Marshall/
Photo editor

By Rob Valentin
Staff writer

Eastern’s soccer team may have went
0-2 in hosting the First Annual Pizza Hut
Classic, but at least they gained some
experience for the upcoming conference
season.
“Every game we play now is preparation for our conference games,” head
coach Tim McClements said. “We’re in
the fifth toughest conference so we need
to get prepared.”
The Panthers lost to eventual tourneychampion IUPU-Indianapolis by a score
of 2-1 Saturday and fell to Oral Roberts
Sunday in a 2-0 shutout.

Eastern will need to correct its mistakes quickly if they expect to make
some noise in the tough Missouri Valley
Conference when play opens Oct. 15
against Southwest Missouri.
“I think we dominated both halves of
the game (against Oral Roberts),”
McClements said. “We generated a number of quality opportunities but we didn’t
finish them and we didn’t score goals.”
“We just need to learn from our mistakes,” McClements said.
“Losing these two games won’t be the
end of the world as long as we learn from
these mistakes.”
See EXPERIENCE Page 9

